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SAMUEL BUTLER,MAN OF LETTERS
Because Samuel Butler laelieved so firmly in the
powers of heredity, because his literaiy works are so es-
sentially a result of his own experiences and his ov;n phil-
osophy of life, and "because he saw in these v/orlcs the pos-
sitility for the only immortality -/hich he either hoped or
longed for, the mere biographic details of his life ta]ce
on an especial significance. To those to whom his philoso-
phy is distasteful, it seems like a dangerous corrosive
which treacherously attacks the very roots of convention
and tradition; to the others, his admirers, (for, with But-
ler, the reaction seems alv/ays to be a positive one—one de-
tests or admires) it seems like a bit of the leaven, which
"leaveneth the whole lump** of Victorian conventionality.
And Samuel Butler knew from the inside that Victorian conven-
tionality which he so keenly satirized.
He was born on December 4, 1835, at Langar R«dtory,
Nottingham. His grandfather was Dr. Samuel Butler, Headmas-
ter of Shrewsbury School, and afterwards Bishop of Lichfield;
his father was the Rev. Thomas Butler, later. Canon of Lin-
coln Cathedral; his mother was Fannie V/orsley, one of the Uni
tarian branch of .Vorkedleghs, an old Lancashire family dating
back to the reign of King John. Her great-grandfather, a non
conformist minister and also a school teacher, dissatisfied
I<
with the King James version of the Bible, re-translated it
nruoh as his great-great grandson^ with the same feeling of
dissatisfaction, in 1898 translated the Iliad and the Odyssey,
Thus, in Samuel Butler, one sees high church Episcopalian-
ism on one side and the outer wing of nonconformity oh the
other, and on both sides of the family, school- teaching I As
far as physical surroundings were concerned, young Samuel
Butler led a comfortalDle enough life v/ith his parents, his
two sisters, Harriet, commonly known as Harrie and later
married to ^eorge L. Bi.ia.ges, a brother of Kobert Bridges,
Poet Laureate, and ilary, and his one surviving brother, Thom-
as, whose soii now lives at The Stone House, Kenilworth, which
has been in the Butler family since 1711, When he was eight
years old, he made the first of many trips to Italy. Three
years later, he went to school at Allesley, near Coventry,
His father had already begun teaching him Latin and Greek
grammar, geometry, and French, In 1848, he went to Shrews-
bury to study under his grandfather* s successor. Dr. Kennedy,
the original of Dr, Skinner in THE WAY OF ALL FLESH, At the
end of his first school year, he made his second trip to
Italy, and, possibly at the hoi^e of his aunt, heard the music
of Handel for the first time. Theneeforward Italy and Han-
del were alv/ays present with him as a double pedal to every
thought, word, and deed". After six years at Shrewsbury, he
entered St, John's College, Cambridge, and although Spencer's
-Principles of Psychology^which is based on the principles of
* Jones: Samuel Butler, I, 37
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evolution appeared, in 1855, nothing in the scientific world
appeared to distress the orthodox spirit of Cambridge, and
it is interesting to note that while Darwin was preparing
his work ON TIIE ORIGM OF SPECI.SS, which appeared in 1860,
Butler, his admirer and^later^, his antagonist^ was making
ready, apparently with little self-questioning to become a
curate. In 1858, after his graduation from Cambridge, he
took lodgings in Heddon i^treet, London, and began his prep-
aration for ordination, but, v-zhen he discovered that the
baptized in one of his evening classes of boys were quite
as unruly as the iinbaptized, his passive acceptance of the
efficacy of infant baptism was shaken. Like Ernest, in THE
WAY OF aLL flesh, he studied the accounts of the four Evan-
gelists concerning the resurrection, saw they did not har-
monize, that iiuch must be accepted through faith^and felt
that he imist renounce the ministry. The letters to Theobold
from &eorge Pontifex are almost verbatim copies of the let-
ters Canon Butler sent his son at this crisis. After much
correspondence between father and son, it was finally de-
cided that Butler was to become a sheep raiser at the colony
managed on Church of England principles at the Canterbury
settlement in Hew Zealand. This refusal to be ordained was
the first overt movement of insubordination on the part of
Butler, and an act for which his father never forgave him.
On the night he sailed , "for the first time in his life, he
did not say his prayers; the sense of change was so great
* Jones: Samuel Butler, 1,71

that he simply shed them and never returned to them", and
from this time on 7 "he held everything even God at arm*s
length, and the light by which he examined his world was
daylight". Arrived at New Zealand and fiirnished with cap-
ital by his father, he bought land near Ghrist_^hurch and
set up at Mesopotamia his ov/n sheep run. He prospered
fairly well there, had a comfortable hut with a pleasant
sitting-room, books, and a piano, upon which, at that time
he used to play rather more of Bach than of Handel, Darwin's
the,
ORIGIN OF SPECIES had appeared, and Butler wrote Jbr;^ Christ-
church Press in 1862 his philosophical dialogue Darwin: OIT
THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES, and, a year later, DiVRV/IN AMONG THE
1/IAGIIIEES. On his horse, Doctor, he used to explore the coun-
try side, and, once, searching for grazing land, he climbed
to the top of the great mountain range so vividly described
in the first part of Erewhon. To his friend, llarriott^he
v/rote: "I am now a confirmed grazier: little enough is it
not, for all one's high aspirations to end in ? I think
I am a Unitarian now, but don't know and can't say; as for
the Trinity I cannot make head or tail of it". On the whole,
Butler's stay in New Zealand was pleasant. He made friends
there, in especial, l/illiam Sefton Moorhouse , and Charles
Paine Pauli, and the attitude of Butler to these tv/o men is
typical of the loyalty upon which his friends could alv/ays
count. He lent both men money, and always reproached himself
* Hackett: Introduction to Note-Books,
2

that he was obliged to recall his money from Moorhouse.
Tov/ard Paioli, he felt as iirnest felt toward Towneley (in
fact, Paiili was the prototype of Towneley); and, when,
after five years in Uew Zealand, Butler felt the time had
come to sell out his run and return to London, so great
was his affection for Pauli that he was very glad to fi-
nance him on the trip home and in addition lend him i. 200
a year for three years. Butler, however fotind, after he
had reached England, that his income was far less than he
had supposed and, also, that his friendship with Pauli was
a one-sided affair, for Pauli soon "brook off his intimacy
with Butler, ind, once on his own feet, saw as little of
him as possible, nor did he ever repay his debt to Butler.
Having decided that neither the ministry nor
sheep-raising were for him, Butler decided to develop his
very considerable skill as an artist. He settled at Uo.15
Clifford's Inn, where he lived the rest of his life, and
studied art at Gary's, Heatherley »s, and the South Kensing-
ton Art School, He used to paint seven hours a day, using
frequently, for the sake of economy, his o./n head for a
model* Even at this time, he preferred staying in his own
lodgings, painting and playing Handel rather than mingling
v/ith a society which might prove boring (Butler dreaded bor-
ing other people and, unfortunately, found it most easy to
be bored himself). However, it was while at Heatherley's
that he became acquainted with a varied group, some of whom

became his life long friends. Among his associates there
were Forbes-Robertson, T.l/.G. Butler, frequently confused
,
with Samuel Bustler, Charles Gogin (not Gau^in as he has
been erroneously stated) , and Eliza Mary Ann Savage whose
influence on his life and writings continued many years
after her death in 1885.
It is pathetically evident that she fell very
much in love with Butler, whereas he loved her quick v/it
and keen, critical brain, but not the lady herself. She
used to say that Butler made the same use of her that
Moliere did of his house-maid*.- in her reactions, he stud-
ied the effect of his writing on the everyday public. But
the mind of Miss Savage was far from commonplace. Like
Alethea, "She could have written if she had chosen, but
she enjoyed seeing others write, and encouraging them better
than taking a more active part herself. Perhaps literary
people liked her all the better because she did not write'*.
The correspondence between the two is fascinating reading.
Except for some magazine articles on art and criticism {no-
^bly, a brilliant one on Erewhon) she may be said to have
"posted her claim to a literary reputation in Butler's let-
ter-box". The subject matter of their letters varies from
the proper naming of their cats (The court of Clifford's Inn
seemed to be the accepted pound for stray cats, and Butler
always kept in his room one or two of these refugees) to a
discussion of his health, his relations with his family, and
*The kVay of All Flesh
**Jones: Saraael Butler, I, 166
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to a valuable criticism of his writing. Miss Savage was
evidently delightfully whimsical and most acute, (her af-
fection for Butler was not obtrusive; it may be read only
between the lines) and, years later when he re-read their
correspondence the egotism of his health bulletins con-
trasted with her silence on the subject of her ov/n health,
(she was dying of an incurable disease) must have depressed
him. The story of the two is ^perhaps, best told in Butler's
two sonnets written only a year before his death:
I.
She was too kind, wooed too persistently,
Wrote moving letters to me day by day;
The more she wrote, the more unmoved v/as I,
The more she gave, the less could I repay,
Therefore I grieve not that I was not loved
But that, being loved, I could not love again.
I liked; but like and love are far removed;
Hard though I tried to love I tried in vain.
For she was plain and lame and fat and short.
Forty and over-kind. Hence it befell
That, though I loved her in a certain sort,
Yet did I love too wisely but not */ell.
Ahl had she been more beauteous or less kind
She might have found me of another mind.

II
And now, though twenty years are oome and gone.
That little lame lady's face is with me still;
Never a day but what , on every one
,
She dwells with me as dwell she ever will
—
She said she wished I knew not v/rong from right;
It was not that; I toiew but would have chosen
Wrong if I could, but, in my own despite,
Power to choose wrong in my chilled veins was frozen
»Tis said that if a woman woo, no man
Should leave her till she have prevailed, and, true,
A man v/ill yield for pity if he can.
But if the flesh rebels what can he do?
I could not; hence I grieve my whole life long
The wrong I did in that I did no v/rong.
He did, however pay a lasting tribute to Miss Savage in his
portrait of Alethea whose ways were both "mocking and sweet"
In 1869, after five years of close application to
painting and music, his health broke, and he again went to
Italy, and while in Venice he met an elderly Russian lady.
his interests and the originality of his outlook, she per-
haps unwittingly started him on his career as a v/riter.
said to him in farewell. Butler had sold but few pictures.
He was soon to realize that painting would never prove a lu-
the Baroness Von Bulow, Struck by the many-sidedness of
"Et maintenant, Monsieur, vous allez creer", she
t«
orative profession, so he listened to the "petitions of the
iintorn'*, as^he himself would have said, and, on his rettirn
to London, "began tinkering up the old magazine articles
(he) had written in New Zealand, and they strung themselves
together into ilrewhon". Trubner published the book in 1872,
and Butler sent the first copy with an inscription in which
to use his own words "There is bad grammar and bad writing"
to Miss Savage. "Erewhon at once took its place in the front
rank among works of satire and imagination". The book was
translated into Dutch and 'German, and the people of New Zea-
land, always loyal admirers of Butler, honored the book by
naming a township -i^irewhon. The sensation created by the book
was so great that Butler was forced to go through a period of
literary lion-hood, an honor, to which he did not take kindly,
for Butler at thirty-eight already regarded himself rather as
an on-looker than a mingler in the life about him.
His family, however^ did not join in the general ad-
miration. His sisters always disliked what they felt to be
his intolerable flippancy. Mrs. Butler was ill at the time
of the publication of the book, and died a little later at
Mentone. Canon Butler prided himself on never reading any of
his son*s books except A First Year In A Canterbury Settlement,
but "this fact did not prevent him from telling Butler that it
was the fact that her son had written Erewhon that had caused
the death of Mrs. Butler. One is inclined to wonder with
Henry Festing Jones, v/hom Butler met at this time, just how
*Jones: Samuel Butler, 1,133
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the Canon's repeated '^declaration that he had not read
any of them be reconciled with the idea that Erewhon had
caused the death of Mrs. Butler? We can hardly suppose
that Canon Butler forced her to read it as an experiment,
and, observing the consequences to be fatal, prudently
determined to abstain from reading it himself, and to
avoid every subsequent emanation from so poisonous a
source". Although the sale of Erewhon went into the
fourth thousand, it lost some of its popularity when the
Athenaeum announced that the book was by the unlaiown Sam-
uel Butler. This waning of popularity was, naturally,
moi»e pronounced when it was learned that The Fair Haven,
which had grov/n out of a pamphlet published in 1865 on the
Evidences for the Resurrection of Jesus Christ was written
under the pseudonym of John Pickard Owen was also by Sam-
uel Butler, no longer an unknov/n author, rather a keen-
eyed, ravening wolf in the very centre of the English sheep
fold.
However, although Sutler continued painting, and,
in 1873^finished his interesting Mr. Heatherley's Holiday,
originally known as Tinkering a Skeleton, showing the teach
er against a background of statuary and the other accumu-
lation of his studio, repairing a dilapidated skeleton,
he began at this time to regard both painting and music as
avocations, and turned definitely to writing as his pro-
fession. His health was not good, and his financial sit-
* Jones; S«muel Butler, I. 17;3
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nation was even worse. He had sold out all his holdings
in Hew iiealand. Henry Hoare , whom he had allowed to in-
vest his principal had failed. Canon Butler withheld
from his son the capital which he was to receive from
the estate; and Butler was still aiding Pauli, who, ap-
parently had no intention of repaying the loan. In the
hope, of saving some small part of his capital, Butler
went to Ganada^where some of his money was invested^and
stayed there nearly a year. His trip was not a success-
ful one and, until the death of his father in 1886, he
was beset "by financial difficulties. He had begun THE
WAY OF ALL FLESH, which he did not wish published until
after the death of all the members of his immediate fam-
ily, and he had become interested in studying and refut-
ing the Darwinian theories. Art, music, the v/riting of
his novel were temporarily laid aside, and in 1877 his
first exposition of his theory of evolution appeared in
LIFE AUD HABIT: ESSAY AFTER A COMPLETER VIE'// OF EVOLUTION,
dedicated to Charles Paine Pauli. This was followed, in
1879, by EVOLUTION OLD iVHD HEW, in 1880 by UTJCOHSCIOUS
MEMORY and, seven years later by the very significant
LUCK, OR CUWUIITG.
But, even though his deepest interest seemed to
lie in scientific research, he spent much time in Italy
''not where the shadow of Ruskin fell", and the results
of these wanderings took shape ^in 1881^ in a delightful
4
—12—
travel book, illustrated Butler, 8ogin, and Jones-
Alps and Sanctuaries. He began to work more definite-
ly on his music, studying, counterpoint with V/illiam
Smith Rookstro, and, in 1888^ the Handelian cantala,
Uarcissus, an idyll ol' the Stock -tilxchange
,
appeared,
the words and music being written by Butler and Jones,
Following this, he began work on another cantata,Ulysses.
This aroused his interest in Homer, and he went, four
years later, to Sicily to identify the location of
Soheria and Ithaca, which he was convinced was identical
with Trapani and the neighborhood of Mount Eryx. Al-
though he found time to write, in 1896, The Life and
Letters of Dr. Samuel Butler and, in 1899^ Shakespeare »
s
Sonnets Reconsidered, his interest in Homer be ca'tiMr', dur-
ing the last years of his life ^almost an obsession: he
wrote an article on The Humor of Homer, translated the
Iliad and the Odyssey, and, in 1897, wrote The Authoress
of the Odyssey, then in 1901, while he was engaged in
what he called "editing his remains", he returned to the
subject of Erewhon, and wrote its sequel, Erewhon Re-
visited. On the 18th of June, 1901, he died.
In EREWHON REVISITED, he describes Mr. Higgs in
one of the Musical Sanks, "peaceful—with its droning old-
world smell of ancestor, dry rot, and stale incense".
Outside, a hen lays an egg and begins to cackle—it is
"an event of magnitude ; a peasant sharpening his scythe
,
5 t
94V
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a blacksmith hammering at his anvil, the clack of a
wooden shoe upon the pavement, the boom of a bumble-
"bee, the dripping of the fountain, all these things,
with such concert as they kept, invited the dewy-
feathered sleep that visited him". And when, he awakes,
he sees before him an Erewhonian rarity,—a monument,
bearing an epitaph, undoubtedly, the epitaph which But-
ler wrote for himself:
^ I fall asleep in the fiill and certain hope
That my slumber shall not be broken;
And that though I be all-»forgetting,
Yet shall I not be all-forgotten.
But continue that life in the thoughts and deeds of
those I loved.
Into which, while the power to strive was yet vouch-
safed me,
I fondly strove to enter'*
This idea of a literary immortality occurs over
and over again in the writings of Butler, and, surely, in
his writings, the characteristics of the man himself still
survive. His power of penetration of all shams, his per-
sonal modesty, his loyalty to his friends, and his keen-
ness of intellect are all present. His humor, naturally,
has been differently interpreted. The sharp edge of satire
and the ironic twist so frequently present alienated many
t
—14—
or
Of his contemparies. A "spiritual dyspeptio'* he seemed
A
to them. Quilier- Couch, writes of Butler: " he was a
born belittler, a monlcey man—though admittedly a monkey
man of genius". One v/onders what the Cambridge antholo-
gist, to whom was entrusted the honor of completing St.
Ives, and himself the author of the delightful Stevenson-
ian romance, The Splendid Spur, would have felt if Butler
had won the Slade professorship of Art at Cambridge. But-
ler's students would have undoubtedly enjoyed his lectures,
but, like many another of Butler's associates, Quiller-
Couch would have dreaded the havoc that would have been
wrought at Cambridge because of Butler's independence of
thought and keen wit, for Butler was of those v/ho served
in the "nev/ne ss of spirit and not in the oldness of letter".
Evidently Quiller- Couch did not agree with Votaire's epi-
grammatic "A little levity will save many a good heavy thing
from sinking". Toward his peers and those whom he had seen
win fame, no doubt^Butler ' s humor did seem at times to bor-
der on animosity—a little, too, of the sour-grapes acidity
of one who sees others
—
perhaps of less ability- carry off
the laurels. Desmond MacCarthy^at the Erewhon dinner in
1914^spoke of the "exploring quality of Butler's humor,
saying that he would send it forth as Noah sent the dove out
of the ark to search and find if there might be any solid
ground in the neighborhood; and it seldom returned without
having made some interesting discovery J'

—15—
In Remnants, Mr, MaoCarthy gives another charaoterization
of Butler: "His company manner'', he v/rites, ''was that of
a kind old gentleman prepared to be a little shocked by
any disregard of the proprieties; the sort of old gentle-
man who is very mild in reproof, but v/hose quiet insistence
that everybody should behave quite properly and consider-
ately is most soothing to elderly ladies. He spoke softly
and aLowly, often with his head a little down, gravely
looking over his spectacles and pouting his lips, and with
a deliberate demureness, so disarming that he was able to
utter the most subversive sentiments without exciting more
than a moment's astonishment. The next, his companion was
completely reassured— *Wo, Mr. Butler could not have meant
that. I wasn't quite quick enough, dear Mr. Butler, he is
such an original man'* Such was the impression he made upon
circumspect, hum-drum people. He handled their pre^judices
with the tender precaution of a man replacing upon the shelf
a precious cracked Venetian vase "And, again, in Ren^nts, LIr.
MacCarthy writes: "I have spoken of the extreme demureness
of his manner in company. It was apt to be interrupted in
a rather startling manner, '//hen he laughed, the change in
his expression was extraordinary. His laughter was mostly
silent. The corners of his mouth went up in a wide semi-
circle beneath his beard, his eyes sparkeled with mockery,
and suddenly before you, instead of the face of a quaintly
staid, elderly gentleman mindful of the P's and Q,'s, was

—16—
the wild laughing face of an old faun".
It v/as when Butler was with Alfred ^^athie, or
bargaining for fresh eggs in the country, or talking
with Mrs. Boss, his cousin Reginald Worsley's char-v/oman
,
or turning the hurdy-gurdy at the Italian fiesta that one
feels the clear, bubbling (occasionally Rabelaisatt) humor
that carries no sting with it. And his letters describing
Alfred Gathie, his personal servant, and confidential
cler]fe,"the best body-guard and the most engaging of any
man in London", as Butler called him, are almost as delight-
ful reading as are Miss ^iavage's letters to him. "Alfred",
Butler said, evidently felt tov/ard him from the first "like
a dog who had been entrusted with a basket". He immediately
assmed a most proprietary manner over Butler, making him
have his hair cut, buy a new suit of clothes, even then
fastening a memorandum on the new clothes reminding Butler
he must wear them when he went out to dinner. (The memoran-
dum must have been pinned on the coat, for, one evening when
Alfred returned to Clifford* s Inn he discovered that Butler
had worn the new coat with his old trousers) . Alfred used
to write Jones peremptory letters, commanding him to buy
tickets for the theatre and take the "Governor" for the 'Gov-
ernor" was having harassing times, or, thanking Jones for
bringing Butler home from Italy so improved in health—"I
will not bully him any more than I can help", he adds, and,
again, "I am very sorry to tell you that the Governor was
robbed of his watch-chain on Saturday night, about 10 in

Fetter Lane by one of those prigs that hang about the lane.
It gave the Governor a dreadful soare, but I am by his side
to comfort and cheer him and pu3.1 him through". Butler
thoroughly appreciated Alfred, providing for him generously
in his will. He considered Alfred somewhat in the light
of a "natural critic", and tried to educate him by teaching
him music. He finally gave up trying to develop any aesthe-
tic appreciation in Alfred after he had taken him to Switzer-
land. Butler related somewhat ruefully to Jones hov/, he had
attempted to make Alfred appreciate the beauties of nature:
They had reached the top of Rigi, and Butler turned to Alfred
with:
"There is the Bernese Oberland, you see, Alfred, over
there; and that is the Lake of Lucerne, Just underneath, to
the left".
"Yes, Sir", said Alfred
"And that is a bit of the same lake to the right; you
must not think it is a different lake, it is only divided by
the shoulder of the Rigi".
"Yes, Sir", said Alfred
"And there is Pilatus which I showed you from Lucerne,
you remember. Don»t you think it*s very fine?"
"Yes, Sir", said Alfred
"And then over here--you must look this way now, those
are the Glarnisch Alps, and, if you look that way, you will be
looking up the valley we go through on our way to Italy—Aren't
* Jones: Samuel Butler, 11,210
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you glad I brought you?'*
"Yes Sir, " said Alfred; "and thank you for telling
me about it. And now, if you please, Sir, I should like to
lie down on the grass and have a read of Tit-Bits".
Which he accordingly did, having brought a copy with
him from London. An amusing bit of dialogue, and significant
of the comradely spirit that existed between Butler and his
servant. Indeed, according to Alfred, Jones and Miss Savage,
all three of whom knew him intimately, Buter was even-tempered
and always a delightful comrade, Mme, Dewattines said of him:
"II sait tout; il ne sait riep^; il est poete".
Of the attitude of the public toward him, Butler said,
himself, April 19, 1887, in a letter to Mrs. Heatherley^who
had written asking him to lend his pen to the assistance of
Dr, Albutt, "I am extremely sorry for him (Dr. Albutt) and,
thoiigh I had not heard of his book, have little doubt that it
says a great deal that ought to be said and which people are
afraid to say , But I have got to take the world as I
find it and must not make myself impossible. At present, I
have the religious world bitterly hostile; the scientific
and literary world are even more hostile than the religious;
if to this hostility I am to add that of the respectable
world, I may as well shut up shop at once for all the use I
shall be to myself or anyone else".
In contemporary writers, Butler showed little or
no interest. According to Jones, Butler felt that many of

his more popular contemporaries had gained their success
through unworthy means /^Whenever we met a celebrated man"",
says Mr. Jones, "Butler assumed that the onus of proving
that he deserved his success, was upon the celebrated man.
At any rate Butler was not going to accept it without proof
or make it easy for him. Consequently these meetings were
apt to be a bit chilly". There was no trace of petty jeal-
ousy in Butler's attitude, although his soliloquy on Holman
Hunt holding a lantern, and showing enthusiastic admirers
the house in Chelsea in v/hich he painted the Light of the
World ""looking {as he well yonvkf^) Oh so like his own
picture" shows him capable of an amusingly feminine (alasi)
maliciousness. Meredith was reader at Chap w$t) and Hall,
and refused to recommend Erewhon, for publication^ but But-
ler anyway was too great an admirer of clarity ever to have
admired the "quasi-pgtverse futility of style and the plethora
of obscurities" so noticeable in the style of his great con-
temporary and so conspicuously absent from his own. He dis-
trusted the fame which Maeterlinck had v/on at thirty-five.
He detested Tennyson, calling him ironically the Darwin of
poetry. V/hen Alfred became interested in Kipling^ and demand-
ed the meaning of the word oaf, Butler, seeing that Alfred
was beginning to "wabble" in his dislike of the youjig author,
promptly told him it meant loafer, realizing that to hear
English foot-ball players called loafers, would settle once
and for all the matter of Alfred's literary allegiance.
*Chevalley: History of the Modern English Kovel

Tolstoi, Ibsen, Hardy, Karl Marx and Morris, he did not
heed. He was not a great reader, nor did he pretend to
owning any library. He gave most of his valuable books
to the British Museum, where he v/ent regularly every dgy
,
to section B.
,
editing and revising the little note-book
he always carried with him, and writing on the slanting
desk which he improvised by making use of the larger
museum copy of Frost's Lives of Eminent Christians, a book,
by the way which he liked to compare to Wordsworth's Lucy
as being not particularly attractive either inside or out
and having few to praise and still fewer to like. "I have
never read and never, I am afraid shall read a line of
Shelley, Keats or Coleridge", he wrote. He enjoyed some
of Scott's novels, Guy Mannering and Rob Roy especially.
He disliked Dickens, read Iviatthew ^^-rnold's collection of
Wordswortii^and^Shelley* s letters, edited by ^^arnett. "I
am a prose man'*, he v/rote to his sister's brother-in-law.
Bridges, and, except Homer and Shakespeare, I have read
absolutely nothing of English poetry and very little of
English prose". Undoubtedly, he must have read and en-
Joyed Fielding, Swift, and Defoe. Fielding's personality
interested Butler much more than his work; "Fielding is not
only long, but his length is made still longer by the dis-
connectedness of the episodes^ he wrote. However, close as
Butler is to the eighteenth century satirists, his style
is not a derived one. He believed that the only way to
(( 1
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learn how to v\T?ite was to ;vrite. He was never conscious
of style as style, for to him the aim of all writing was
to express the underlying idea as directly as can be "A
man^s style in any art should tie like his dress—it should
h-e, s<s.i'<jL
attract as little attention as possible"^ "Butler, Shaw
said, "had the supreme sort of style that never smells
of the lamp, and, therefore, seems to the kerosene stylist
to be no style at all". With Swift it was the quick terse-
ness of the writings which particularly claimed his atten-
tion; and in his skilful use of verisimilitude by means of
the circumstantial lie, he is much like Defoe.
It was, of course, partly by means of his "skil-
ful affectation of reality" that Butler won his first
evanescent popularity in -i^irewhon; And it is interesting
to read that earlier book in conjunction with its sequel,
written, almost thirty years later, Erewhon Revis^jed, after
Butler* s pen had perpetuated the many-sided interests of
e
his mischievous independent mind, Chevally, in his History
of the English novel^writes: "The revolt of the mind against
its own epoch is never a moment absent from the history of
fiction. It precedes or accompanies all the awakenings of
genre, and announces them by reverberating works. More in
the sixteenth century, Bacon in the seventeenth, ^wift in
the eighteenth, G-odv/in in the nineteenth, -«ells in the
twentieth century, are all the precursors of the renovation
of fiction But the obscure, rusty links of the chain are
periodically interspersed v;ith gleaming points of bright new
*Note-looks
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steel'* • It is as one of these gleaming points that
Erewhon and, Krewhon ^tevisited, appeared. The setting
of the books are, of course, taken from Butler's recol-
lections of the rolling country he glimpsed when he went
on his solitary pilgrimage to the top "of the mountain
range not far distant from his Mesopotamia sheep run.
Erewhon, itself, is no ideal republic like that of More
or of V/ells, Like Gulliver's Travels, the books may be
read merely as narratives. In Erewhon, the narrative
interest, with the exception of the first few chapters,
and the description of the final escape in a balloon of
Arrowhena and Mr, Higgs lapses into almost unbroken di-
dacticism. Its sequel, hov/ever, is so vivid that one
feels that ^ if Butler had desired to abase his pen^he
could have turned out endless "best-sellere" in the form
of the modern detective story. With the apparent earnest-
ness of Cervantes and Defoe ajid the wittiness of the Moliere
of Tartufe, he describes the naive, simple-hearted Mr. Higgs
SI
the hero of both books. In ^rewhon, paradoxical, but not
contradictory in its picture of English society, Butler,
like ^wift, "turned the canvas of life upside down in his
search for criteria by v/hich to measure it". His satire,
however, even in Erewhon -^^evisited does not approach the
"flesh-tearing" sarcasm of Swift in his descriptions of
the third and fourth of GKilliver's voyages— those to Laputa,
c
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the country of ^Strullbrugs , and to the country of the
Hounyhnhnras where the detestable Yahoos live. Like Swift,
who wrote of the professors at the academy of Lagado who
had been for eight years engaged "upon a project for ex-
tracting sunshine out of cucumbers, v/hich were to be
hermetically sealed, and let out to warm the air in raw,
inclement summers", Butler satirized English universities
rather amusingly in Erewhon in the Colleges of Unreason,
in all their priggishness and "fear that genuine work
might become dangerously common'*, and scathingly in his
characterization of Professors Hanky and Panky. In Erewhon,
Butler showed that physical well-being should never be
neglected in the search for moral excellence; and, "like
the modern eugenists, he (recognized) the primary importance
of nature in producing efficient men* he (laid) stress on
nurture as a secondary element; and, lastly, he believed
that crime, like disease, could be lessened by an improved
social condition". He satirized the needless humbug of
the conventions and^in a passage reminiscent of Swift^ de-
scribes how the Erewhonians, on the death of an acquaintance,
sent to the bereaved family not letters of condolence but
little boxes of artificial tears, "the tears varying in
number according to the degree of the intimacy". And yet,
he pays a back-handed tribute to the presiding genuis of
*Harris: Samuel Butler, 72
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Victorian conventionality Ltrs. Grundy in his praise of
Ygdrunites, those confortable disciples of Ygdrun. His
most original contribulation was in Erewhon, of cotirse,
his dissertation on machines, in which Butler shows the
mingled feelings of admiration and of fear with ./hich he
viewed the labor-saving mechanical inventions of the
nineteenth century. In Erewhon^ he somewhat ironically
expresses the fear that they may be improved until, like,
Mrs. Shelley's Frankenstein, they acquire a conscious and
sinister personality; and, again. Quite sincerely, this
time , and expanding the views which he had already ex-
pounded in his earlier article Lucubratio Ebro, Butler
shows machines to be merely '*extra-corporeal limbs", mere
"extensions of the personality of him who uses them". To
his CoiitempiDa^ies, however, it was what seemed to be his un-
warranted attacks on religion that was most distasteful.
Like Voltaire, who knew the *>^atholic church from the inside,
30 Butler knew the Established Church of England, and bo-
ot Wib
cause^with him, as with those old Libertins of the sixteenth
century in i'rance, Guy Patin and Gassendi, «vho could tolerate
no "cloison etanche" between religion and science, Butler
turned the light of his own sceptical reasoning on Protes-
tantism. But he did not openly attack the English church
as I'Infame as Voltaire did the Catholic church. Rather it
was the inability of the church to sq.uare its ideals with
practical everyday life that he commented on. In Erewhon^
#
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in v/hich he satirizes the chiirch in his description of
the Musical Banks, he writes: ''The Musical Banks paid
little or no dividend, but divided their profits by way
of bonus on the original shares once in every thirty
thousand years; and as it was now only two thousand years
since there had been one of these distributions, people
felt that they oould not hope for another in their own
time and preferred investments wliereby they get some more
tangible return*^, "In both books, especially in Erewhon,
Butler shows his interest in that other unknown life, the
existence of the spirit before birth. He develops this in
detail in his chapters on the importunities of the unborn*
As in his attitude toward Universities, so in the thirty
year interim between the two books does his sense of dis-
satisfaction with the practical working out of Christian
doctrines increase. Mr. Higgs returns to Erewhon, and
finds that the story of his departure with Arrowhena in a
balloon has been so exaggerated that it has become a
miracle upon which a new religion has been established,
that of Sunchildism. He learns that after his departure
he has been deified as the Sunchild, and also that his return
to Erewhon, just as a celebration in his honor was about to
be held, is so inopportune as to cause his life to be in
danger. This^discrepancy between truth and the legends
arising from it, combined with the fact that I'Ir. Higgs
discovered that Yram had borne him a son soon after his

departui'e from Srewhon and Butler* s follov/ing exposition
of the tenets of Sunchildism have such an obvious surface
parallel with the early history of Christianity that it
does not need the satiric characterization of Dr. Downey
to understand why Longmans refused to \indertake the publi-
cation of the book, fearing it would antagonize the Church
of England public, Butler frankly expressedl his own ideas
on the miraculous in the words of Mr. Higgs v/ho, in a futile
effort to stem the evil of v/hich he believes himself to be
the cause, begs Dr. Downie to drop all ideas of miracles
concerning his balloon ascension and make of the departed
Sunchild "^a peg on which to hang all (one's) best ethical
and spiritual conceptions".
Closely associated with his Erewhon satires, is
his religious polemic, TEE FAIR IIAVEII. TIIE FAIR ILA.VE1T is
essentially a masterpiece of irony, with all that the ^ovjb.
implies of dissimulation, and, as such, it only emphasizes
Butler's literary kinship with Swift. In its paradoxical
absur^dity, THE FAIR HAVEU is like Swift's Modest Proposal
and his Argument Against Abolishing Christianity, and, But-
ler undoubtedly had Swift and not SteeKin mind v/hen he pub-
lished THE FAIR HAVSm as the posthumous work of John Pickard
Owen, preceded by a memoir by V/illiam Bickerstaff Owen.
Butler's improvment in characterization is very evident in
this book. John Pickard Owen seems very human. The incep-
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tion of the book went "back to a pamphlet Butler had
written in New Zealand, THE EVIDSWCS OF THE RESURRECTION
OF JESUS cinasT as given by the four evangelists . In
THE FAIR HAVEN he mei^ use of Owen as a sort of smoke screen
to conceal the atithor from the public, and, his own per-
sonality thus concealed, Butler felt free to vrrite his
conclusions concerning the facts of the resurrection.
According to Butler, Christ did not die upon the cross.
He fainted, and was revived by Joseph of Arimathea. He
is convinced that the discrepancies in the accounts of
the four gospels was due to the naivete of the four evan-
gelists. He took "theology by the horns and Justified
inconsistency as the only means by which a true and last-
ing image (might) be produced"— "No combination of minute
truths in a picture will give so faithful a representation
of nature as a wisely arranged tissue of lies", he wrote.
According to Streatfield, Butler did not intend THE FAIR
HAVEN to be intended as a hoax. Unfortunately, however,
the reviewers misunderstood the book. The Scotsman said
that the author of THE FAIR HilVEN was pathetically in
earnest. Many of its readers thought it v/as a defense of
orthodoxy^ and Canon Ainger even sent it to a friend whom
he wished to convert. And when Butler ^in the second edition
of the book, held up to ridicule those who had accepted the
book as a serious expression of his doubts and subsec,uent
faith, the life-time popularity of Samuel Butpr, was at an
*Harris; Samuel Butler, 116
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end. The public decided that accepting the v/orks of
Samuel Butler on their face value was too much like
picking up an innocent looking parcel which contained
an already ignited stick of dynamite. The resulting ex-
plosion was likely to shatter too many of the accepted
conventions of both religion and science.
In GOD Tin; KNOV/U aED god THS XJMUO'.VH, Butler
d,isc2^r(Lt<L sat-ir\e c-a-mtruf- jd^e, and attempted to de-
fine his idea of God. God, according to Butler is a
"hieroglyph by which we can most conveniently acknowledge
the depths of our ignorance of the universe in general".
"His system is one of concentric phases of life— the
innermost of which, perhaps, is the cells that comprise us;
we ourselves are the second concentric sphere; the God of
this world forms the third, and, beyond this, the imagina-
tion can wander after that God the Unknov/n in whom all the
constituent units meet". In his discussion of the nature
and existence of God, Butler is very close to Fechner.
Like Fechner* s, Butler's conception of God was a panzoistic
one, but whereas Fechner 's philosophy is, to the lay reader,
somewhat blurred by i^'echner's mysticism, Butler's exposition
of the subject is characteristically clear cut and definite.
"As the myriad organisms are parts and processes of us, so
are we parts and processes of life at large. "Fechner*
s
*Harri3: Samuel Butler, 162
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theory of immortality has also some analogy with Butler* s-
if again we reduce the rauher symbolic terms of the former
to a more practical meaning. He believed, that the death
of any one of us is as the closing of an eye of the v/orld,
yet the memories that have eddied about us remain in the
vaster earth life and form new relations and grow and de-
velop throughout all the future, Butler, too, believed in
a vicarious immortality. "We offer immortality", he writes
^'but not resurrection from the dead. A man should spend
his life, or rather does spend his life in being born. His
life is his birth throes" • In the sonnet which he
wrote in 1898^ when he was writing his essays Shakespeare's
Sonnets Reconsidered. Butler best of all defines his own
ideas of immortalityl
»/
Not on sad Stygian, shore, nor in clear sheen
Of far Elysian plain, shall we meet those
Among the dead whose pupils we have been,
Nor those great shades whom we have held as foes;
llo meadow of asphodel our feet shall tread,
Nor shall we look each other in the face
To love or hate each other being dead.
Hoping some praise, or fearing some disgrace.
V/e shall not argue saying "'Twas thus" or "Thus,"
Our argument's whole drift we shall forget;
Who ' s right , who * s wrong , ' tv/ill be all one to us
;
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We shall not even know that we have met.
Yet meet we shall, and part, and meet again,
VTliere dead raen meet, on lips of living men.
In his scientific trilogy^ LIFE AND HABIT, UNCONSCIOUS I^IORY,
EVOLUTION OLD AND NEW, and the later LUCK, OR CUNNING, Butler,
elaborates his panzoistic philosophy, his own theory of
memory, and his views on evolution v/hich had interested him
ever since hi a earlier years in New Zealand, The three
theories, apparently diverse, are frequently inter-dependent.
His panzoistic philosophy is a natural outgrowth of his be-
lief that the apparently unconscious mechanism of the body
itself and the earlier unconscious actions of infants is but
another proof of the oneness that exists between parents
and children and in THE WAY OF ALL FLESH he comments somev/hat
satirically on the practical application of this principle:
grant that at first sight it seems very unjust
that the parents should have the fun and the children be
punished for it, but young people should remember that for
many years they were part and parcel of their parents and
therefore had a good deal of fun in the person of their par-
ents". The child, then, accordingly, does v/hat he does, be-
cause he has an "unconscious'' memory of what lie had done ./hen
he and his parents v/ere one. Butler disagreed wholly with
Spencer's theory of the '^accumulated experience of race'*. His
exposition of the world of the unborn is like V/eismann's theory
<
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of the geim plasm. Butter's theory of memory v/hich
he says bears the same relationship to mind that vis-
*
cosity does to protoplasm, it 'Ogives a tenacity to
thought—a kind of pied-a-terre, from which it can,
and vi^ithout which it could not advance^, is almost
identical with that of Hering. The two men, it is
interesting to note, wrote quite independently of one
ai other, and came to the same conclusion almost sim-
ultaneously. Butler, however, always modestly re-
ferred to his theory of memory as Hering* s theory,
Butler was very much in sympathy with the older evo-
lutionists, Lamarck and Erasmus J^arwin. Like Lamarck,
he could never believe in an '^origin of species which
did not imply need, faith, intelligence and memory''.
Toward (-^harles i^arwin, his attitude underv/ent a great
change. He agreed with -i^arwin as a naturalist, but
he wholly disagreed with Darwin's mechanistic views of
evolution, which stressed chance or luck and denied the
existence of an external creating power, Butler, him-
self, said to Shaw, *^My grandfather quarreled with
Darwin's grandfather; ray father quarreled with Darwin's
father; I quarreled with Darwin; and my only regret in
not having a son is that he cannot quarrel with Darwin's
son". It seems strange that Butler did not see fit to
*NOTE-BOOKS
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marry Mrae. Dewattiness. Perhaps then a son of his might
have JS^ttl-tJi ^ ulie quarrel with Frances Darwin, and
removed from it some of its unpleasant personalities.
For there was a personal element in the quarrel between
the two men, Butler resented first of all the fact that
Darwin gave no adequate recognition of his indebtedness
to Buffon and Lamarck, and none at all to his grandfather,
Erasmus i*arwin, -t^ecording to Darwin the theory of evo-
lution which met with such adulation from his mid-Vic-
torian public had sprung Minerva—like from his own
brain. Butler, naturally, detested not only v/hat seemed
to him a lack of professional honesty but also the assump-
tion on Darwin's part of such Olympic arrogance, and he
especially disliked the smug lack of humor with which
Darwin expounded his theories. He was, according to
Butler, the Pecksniff or the Tennyson of nineteenth cen-
tury science. He took especial issue with Darwin in LUCK,
OR GUinaUG Darwin's theory of natural selection, which
Darwin defined on the title page of fhe Origin of Species
as "The Preservation of Favoured Races, by v/hich he meant
Fortunate, and, therefore Lucky Races. Lamarck, Erasmus
Darwin, and Butler, considered "design" or"cunning" to be
the motive power behind evolution". "Luck, naturally, has
its place, but of the two, Butler^ like the older evolu-
*Harris: Samuel Butler ,153 ,154.
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tionists, felt that design or cunning was the more
inportant element,
, Butler wrote "we do
not mean that conscious attention and forethought
shall have been bestov/ed upon the minutest details.
of action, and nothing been left to work itself out
departmentally according to precedents, or as it
otherwise best may be according to the chapter of
accidents". Luck^he felt^was spasmodic, a result of
chance, but cunning was based on memory, conscious or
unconscious. V/ith cunning therefore, Butler would
connect memory as making a continuity through the
life of the organism''. George Bernard Shaw, himself,
an ardent disciple of Lamarck pointed out that it was
the/
only another proof of^ clarity of Butler* s vision that
it took Butler but six weeks to realize the worthless-
ness of i>arwin's theory of *a mindless universe".
Toward Huxley, also "the prophet of protoplasm"
Butler was antagonistic. Huxley believed that man is
only a conscious automata© and that thought and feeling
are only "by*»products of cerebration". Butler, on the
contrary, in LUCK, OR GUinilllG states that "bodily form
may be almost regarded as idea and memory in a solidi -
fied state". "Butler was the keenest opposition both
to the mindless conception of the universe and the
protoplasm boom. (He believed) that the protoptasmic
i
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parts of the body are only more living than the non-
protoplasmic. With this position is involved the
whole of his philosophy of the inseparability of life
and death, of degrees of death in life, and vice versa'^.
To the student of literature, Butler^ s scien-
tific books are especially interesting not merely for
his independent theories but for his literary style
viiiich became distinct in Life and Habit. Butler de-
tested the technical jargon of many of the scientists.
He felt that this resulted in an unnecessary and some-
times intentional obscuring of the subject. He wrote
clearly as a layman and for laymen—not the profession-
al scientists , but the quasi- amateur tone of his style
cept for the professional scientists themselves, there
was probably no other man in the nineteenth century who
was so v/ell informed in the changing theories concern-
ing biology and science.
Butler did not appear as a clever amateur dealing v/ith
a subject matter that might be considered outside his
province. He was of course a student of art, but it
was not as a specialist that he wrote of Italian art,
for it v;as the human element in the pictures and sta>t-
knowledge of science, for, ex-
In his Italian books and essays, hov/ever.
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"^uary^and the humorous element in the life of the
priests and the peasants in which he was especially
interested. Even a hasty reading of iiLPS AIID SAIIG-
miRIES Anl VOTO, makes it evident that Butler
had nothing in common with what might be calleA-
3
Ruskin's theory of ''art for God»s sake". Butler was
as antagonistic in art to Ruskin as he was in science
to Darwin. Italy, Butler considered his second coun-
try, it was the country he always sought for his holi-
days. He loved England, and for many years used to
go on walking trips with Jones, Hans Faesch, and other
congenial friends until he had thoroughly explored
rural England lying within thirty or forty miles of
London. He was a great favorite with the landladies
of the country inns, remembering the ailments, offer-
ing serio-comic diagnoses, and never forgetting to
ask for the son who had gone to the States, but Eng-
land did not appeal to him aesthetically as Italy did.
He writes of returning to England from Italy and going
to Boyle* a eating house, to sit opposite a man who was
reading John Ingle sant and to hear through an open
window the Salvation army singing of '* 'eav'nly, 'eav'nly
music, floating through the hair''. In England, Butler
was always unpleasantly conscious of the incongruity
of trying to measure art in terms of Victorian conven-
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tionality. There was, to Butler, no common ground
on v/hich the two could meet. His studies of art,
and science and music had made him a skilled observer.
He took his art seriously, not hov/ever with that un-
smiling respect v/hich Ruskin affected. Too great
earnestness, Butler felt led to intensity, .
and intensity led often to sanctimoniousness;
and his Psalm of Montreal is a scathing rebuke to
what he felt to be^unforgivable "mal y pense" and
priggish attitude toward art of so many of his contem-
poraries:
//
Stowed away in a Montreal lumber room
The Discobolus standeth and turneth his face to
the wall;
Dusty, cobweb-covered, maimed and set at naught,
Beauty orieth in an attic and no man regardeth:
God I Montreal
I
Beautiful by night and day, beautiful in summer
and winter,
'i^hole or maimed, always and alike beautiful-
He preacheth gospel of grace to the skin of owls
And to one who seasoneth the skins of Canadian
owls
:
God I Montreal
I
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When I saw him I was wroth and I said, '*0 Discobolus I
Beautiful Discobolus, A Prince both among gods and meni
V/hat doest thou here, how earnest thou hither, Discobolus,
Preaching gospel in vain to the skins of owls?"
God! Montreal
I
And I turned to the man of skins and said unto him, "0 thou
man of skins,
'^/Therefore hast thou done thus to shame the beauty of the
Discobolus?"
But the Lord had hardened the heart of the man of skins
And he answered, ''My brother-in-law is haberdasher to Mr,
Spurge on" •
God! Montreal
"The Discobolus is put here because he is vulgar
—
He has neither vest nor pants with which to cover his limbs;
I, Sir, am a person of most respectable connections
—
My brother-in-law is haberdasher to Vjc, Spurgeon",
God! Montreal!
Then I said, "0 brother-in-law to Mr. Spurge on' s haberdasher,
Who seasonest also the skins of Caaadian ov/ls.
Thou callest trousers *pants,' whereas I call them * trousers".
Therefore thou art in hell-fire and may the Lord pity thee!"
God! Montreal!
(
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''Preferrest thou the gospel of Montreal to the gospel of
Hellas,
The gospel of thy connection with llr. Spurgeon^s haber-
dashery to the gospel of the Discobolus?"
Yet none the less blasphemed he beauty saying, "The
Discobolus hath no gospel,
But my brother-in-law is haberdasher to Llr. Spurge on".
God! Montreal
I
With Italy, on the other hand, especially in
the out-of-the-way villages with their little shrines
containing the naive pictures of the saints and the
quaint painted statuary which he loved, Butler felt more
sympathetic. His sense of humor was not dormant, but it
lost much of its mocking quality. The drawings in ALPS
AMD SAHCTUARY by Butler, Gogin and even Jones^who was
induced to try his hand at drawing, illustrate this.
Having been brought up in a home and a churbh which
believed that serious things should be taken seriously
he loved the combination of the homely and the beautiful
which he sav/ in the Italian churches. Characteristically,
he sav/ nothing incongruous in the Juxtaposition of the
comic and the beautiful in one setting. There v/as no
sacrilege in his humor, (As he writes in his IJote-Book, "I
should like a Santa Famiglia with clothes drying in the
background**) for to Butler, a supreme test of the lasting
•
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value of a thing was its ability to survive the test
of humor, and, in his visits to the little sanctuaries,
his acquaintance with the peasants, and his friendship
with the Italian priests, he found that the ^'atholic
religion triumphantly withstood the test.
In his delightful essay A Mediaeval Uirl School,
he writes of the ten or twelve chapels at Oropa which have
life-sized^terra-cotta^painted figures which depict the
girlhood of the Virgin. The sculptor had represented
the figures, some forty in all, not counting the cupids
in the mediaeval dress, with which he was familiar. ^*One
young lady", Butler writes, '^sitting rather apart from
the others is doing an elaborate piece of needlework at
a tambourine frame near the window; others are making lace
or slippers, probably for the new curate; another is struggl
ing with a letter, or perhaps a theme, which seems to be
giving her a good deal of trouble, but v/hich ./ill, when done
I am sure be beautiful. One dear little girl, is reading
Paul and Virginia under the window All are industriously
and agreeably employed in some way or other; all are plumps
all are nice looking; there is not one Becky Sharp in the
whole school. One feels that St. Joachim or 3t. Anne
could not have chosen a school more Judiciously, and that
if one had a daughter oneself this is exactly where one
would Wish to place her'^ But, appreciative as he was of
Tl>e Homoov Momeh 3-bcL Otliei- tssd.yc
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Roman Catholicism, Butler could have never allied himself
any more happily with the Catholic church than with the
Anglican. His religion was, as Desmond MacGarthy sal d,
"A rollicking, broad, lov/ church Paganism**. He believed
that the best religion was not based on dogma, nor did
it preach the living an "abnormally holy life'*; rather,
it lay in speaking the truth, doing one»s duty, and lead-
ing an honorable life. Butler* s religion was consistently
of this world rather than of the next.
It was this same fondness for seeing the old
al ive in modern garb and modernity in the guise of antiquity
which first aroused Butler* s interest in Homer. His studies
for his oratories had interested him so much that he trans-
lated the Iliad and the Odyssey, a translation which la^i-him
open again to the charge of incurable flippancy. Butler
felt that the more stilted diction of Butcher did not prop-
erly translate the real spirit of the poems. He was im-
pressed by the underlying spirit of humor which he found
in Homer, and, because he was certain that to make a piece
of work live, a translator should first of all consider the
nature of the lang^iage into which his trai slation is to be
made and should reproduce the work in the colloquial lan-
guage of his own day, he chose v/hat has been described as
the language of Tottenhajn Court Koad as the best vehicle
by v^ich to transmit the hiimor and vigor of Homer. He had
t
no intention of belittling Homer by playing the monkey
with him as Quiller Couch stated. He felt that as the
anachronisms and homely details of the mediaeval sculp-
tors reflected their reverence and joyous faith^so Homer
was big enough to stand the test of being translated into
every-day English, and that such a collocuial translation
would reveal his charm even to the man on the street. The
translation of the Odyssey revealed to him the charm of
Eausicaa, He believed the Iliad to be written by a Trojan
captive who was forced to extol the bravery of the Greeks,
but the Odyssey, he was sure v;as written by a woman, a
woman who lived on the sea coast, v;ho knew ships and the
sea; and lit le by little, he built up enough internal
evidence to convince himself that this woman was Nausicaa.
He presents her as a channing young blue -stocking a "pre-
historic Jane Austen", "Fancy he wrijte what the posi-
tion of a young, ardent, brilliant young Y/oman must have
been in a small Sicilian seaport, say some eight or nine
hundred years before the birth of Christ. It makes one
shudder to think of it. Mght after night, she hears the
dreary blind old bard Demodecus drawl out his interminable
recitals taken from our present Iliad, or from some other
of the many poems nov/ lost that dealt with the adventuri?
of the Greeks before i'roy or on their homeward Journey"',
He set himself to locate the Ithaca of Odysseus; he went
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in 1895 to Athens, visited Corfu which had been identified
with Scheria, found it did not at all conform with the
description of the Odyssey and, after much research, came
to the conclusion that Odysseus 's wanderings consisted
only of a circumnavigation of Sicily; that Alcinous lived
on the island now called Trapani, and that Ithaca was
identical with the litt:Le island of Maritime, a little to ^
the west of Trapani. This does not exactly correspond
with the location by Horner^ but, according to Quiller-
Gouch, that hostile critic of Butler, it coincides with
Strabo^s theory of the location of Ithaca and "would
have earned respectful treatment if Butler had ever learnt
to behave himself in talking v/ith men as good as he and
better''.
But, even Q,uiller- Couch could have found no fault
with the spirit in v/hich Butler wrote the biography of his
grandfather, for he approached the subject not only sym-
pathetically but with a very real reverence and love. The
story of his first "discovery" of his grandfather is an
interesting one. Sometime after Canon Butler's death, But-
ler decided to sell a cumbrous piece of old silver which had
belonged to his grandfather. As he began to unpack the piece
by candle-light, he knocked dov/n an old book which lay on
the box. He found it to be . oit6^ :>"-- written by the elder
Sarmiel Butler— his sketch of Modern and Antient Geography,
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perhaps. It interested him enough to cause him to look
over the old letters and papers which he had that had be-
longed to his grandfather. This perusal caused him, as
he said "to fall deeply in love" with his grandfather and
to write the one book THE BIOaRAPHY 0? SATiUEL BUTLEH v/hich
met with a wholly favorable reception. Victoria sent her
thanks to him: the Masters and Fellows of Oxford passed a
special vote of thanks, and even Gladstone sent him a post-
card. Such unanimous praise must have pleased and, at the
same time, amused Butler.
One of the most fascinating of Butler* s v© rks is
the collection of his note-books- the little note-books
v/hich he used always to carry with him and edit each morn-
ing in the British Museum. They formed what Gogin called
his "literary larder", THE ilOTIC-BOOKS is a delightful vol-
ume , a veritable "diamond mine," aad, studied apart from
his other .vorks, furnishes illuminating examples of not
only his humor but his humours. It is the kind of a book
one likes to take on a long journey—reflection, philosophy,
humor, ancedotes, reiiiinisce nee ,- there seems to be no end to
the subjects on which he wrote. Mr. Jones, his literary ex-
ecutor, v/ho had kept a pressed copy of the notes in his
own 270 0II13, has indexed them and edited them under a number
of headings, some twenty-five in fact. In the Preface to
the original edition, LIr. Jones writes: "Here will be found
much of what he used to say as he talked with one or two
Editorial Globe ,Monday ,12 March, 1928
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intimate friends in his own chambers or in mine at the close
of the day, or on a Sunday walk in the country round London,
or as we wandered together through Italy and Sicily; and I
would it were possible to charge these pages with some echo
of his voice and v/ith some reflection of his manner*^. And,
thanks perhaps to the careful editing, the reader feels as
if he were getting very close to the mind and personality
of the man himself. The sudden quizzical turn of wit appears
in the note on:
''The two great rules of life, the one general and the
other particular. The first is that everyone can, in the
end, £et ,vhat he v/ants, if he only tries. This is the gen-
eral 3rule. The particular rule is that every individual is,
more or less, an exception to the general rule".
His pleasure in juggling words is shown in his note
on Joining and Disjoining:
**A piece of string is a thing that maVes for together-
ingness; v/hereas a knife is, in the main, a thing that malces
for splitty-uppiness; still there is an odour of togethering-
ness about a knife also, for it tends to bring potatoes into
a man's stomach"; and, again, in the following bit of descrip-
tion: "When you come up against a cobweb in the dar]f:,you
fristle through every nerve in your body". The romance that is
suggested by seeing a family wash flapping in the April breeze
I
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impish in its humor, and this same humor is shown somehwat
ironically in his notes on Melchisadech who, Butler, claims
was a really hapv.y man. '^e was without father, v/ithout
mother and. without descent. And, he was an incarnate bache
a
lor. He was "born orphan". And, reminiscent of Erewhon is
the longer note on My Son—a bit of the same--'*?/hat-misht-
have been", in which Lamb indulged in Dream children, but
with the sudden whimsical twist so characteristic of Butler
"I have of ten told my son that he must begin by
finding iq^e a wfife to become his mother who shall satisfy
both hiniself and me. But this is only one of the many
rocks on v/hich vie have hitherto split, -fe should never
have got on together; I should have had to cut him off
with a shilling either for laughing at Homer, or for re-
fusing to laugh at him, or both, or neither, but still
cut him off. So I settled the matter long ago by turning
a deaf ear to his importunities and sticking to it that I
\vould not get him at all. Yet his thin ghost visits me
at times and, though he knows that it is no uso pestering
me further, he looks at me so wistfully and reproachfully
that I am half-inclined to turn tail, take my chance about
his mother and ask him to let me get him affer all. But
I should show a clean pair of heels if he said 'Yes'.
Besides, he probably v/ould be a girl".
"Words", he wrote, "are organized thoughts". !±th
Butler content was of paramound importance, style, perise.
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he disregarded. Intl^ section 6n The Enfant Terrible of
Literature he deplored .hat he felt to be the ow er-stressing
of style on the part of such writers as Newman and Steven-
son. His Rules for Llaking Iiiteratui-e would serve as an
excellent manual for the young writer. V/ith Butler, style
was simply "the outside of the inside". The method of
creating a work of art v/hether it be music, painting, or
literature he believed to be the same: "You must have a sub-
ject, develop it, and not v/ander from it very far," he
wrote. You must remember that all art "depends on simpli-
fication, a perception of relative importance", above all,
on a "prodigality of omission".
This appreciation of the beauty of simplicity
explains, perhaps, Sutler's preference for the music of
Handel (Beethoven he had early discarded as being maudlin
in his sentimentality) but he finally maintained his pref-
erence for Handel on the grounds that "Handel was pro-
found enough to eschew such wilderness of counterpoint as
Each instinctively resorted to".
In the section on A Painter's Views on Painting,
Butler emphasized his admiration for Bellini and Van Hyck,
his appreciation for Oiotto, his amusement at Hdlbein's use of
perspective in his backgrounds, ind his dislike of the
attenuatio^ S of .Vatts. Characteristically, he commented
adversely on the lions in Trafalgar Square, saying they were
I
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not so picturesque as the group presented by Joneses cat,
Prince, and the waif cat which he had rescued from the
courtyard of Clifford's Inn.
The sections in the IT0TS-B00K3 entitled The
Pos ition of a Homo Unius Libri and The Enfant Terrible of
Literature, are somewhat similar: in the first, a tone of
resentment concerning the contrast between his ov/n literary
fame and that of some of his contemporaries^ is evident:
"Those v/ho have squatted upon the public ear
may be trusted to kec]? off other squatters", he wrote
somewJiat scornfully, but one can almost hear the chuckle
with which he commented on his invention in LIFE AND HAEIT
of the term"unconscious humor" as a synonym for dullness,
-
a term, by the way, which he saw repeated in many of the
magazines.
The Enfant Terrible of Literature, is, as one
would expect, distinctly, Butlerian-. In it Butler flaunted
his dislikes in such passages as the follo.ving:
"Mr. -Valter Pater^s style is, to me, like the
face of some old woman who has been to Madame Rachel and
had herself enamelled. The tbom is nothing but powder and
paint and the odor is cherry blossom."
Like Lamb,]tutler showed but "imperfect sympathy"
with Jews whom he disliked for their professional holiness
and their Pharisaism. In scoring his father's dislike for
Shakespeare because he v/as coarse, he scored all prigs.
s
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and he made his father^ s admiration for TennysDn,
a sly bit of criticism on the Laureate.
In the KOTE-BOOKS are to found, also,
much of the earlier material for his scientific
books, and his travel sketches hut to most readers,
the passages which are autobiographic and those
illustrative of his honest and unchangeable philoso-
phy conceraing life and death are most interesting.
Follov/ing a whimsical bit in CASH AIH)
CR2DIT in which he exalts the art of covery as being
as great as that of discovery there appears a dis-
tinctly personal note:
"I had to steal my own birthright," he
wrote, "but I saved my soul alive". Again, and again
he showed his belief in those two other lives in
which he so firmly believed, that before birth and the
one after death:
"That there is a life after death is as
palpable as that there is a life before death", he
wrote in THE LIFS OF THE 7/ORLD TO COl'Uil,
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The HOTE-BOOKS, in short are only one more
example of the apparent diffusion of Butler's literary
works: "a satire, followed by an ironical religious po-
lemic, a theory of heredity and three books on Darwinism,
translations of Homer and a volume setting forth the fe-
male authorship of the Odyssey, together with an examina-
tion of Shakespeare's sonnets, a book of Italian travel,
and finally a novel".
a?HE WAY OF ALJj FLESH would serve not merely as
a connecting link but as a unifying^ concrete example of
Butler's views on heredity, education, and religion. The
novel, itself^ was v/ritten between 1872 and 1884, and is
a practical illustration of the theory of heredity de-
veloped in LIFE Airo HABIT, although Butler re-wrote and
revised it, and submitted much of it to Miss Savage for
her intelligent criticism, because of its autobiographic cHzr^Lctey
he at first decided that it would be in better taste to
delay the publication until after the deaths of his sister^j
but, in 1902, shortly before his ovm death, he told Streat-
field to publish th*^,^ And to one familiar with Butler's life,
the deferi'ing of the publication is q.uite understandable, if
Jones's two volume memoirs may be relied on, and certainly,
they seem to substantiate the autobiographic basis of all the
important details of the novel. LIrs. S. R, Garnett, an in-
timate friend of the Butlers^ in her SAI^ttJSL BUTLER AM) HIS
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FAlvIILY RELATIONS tries to prove that rrruch of the misun-
derstanding between father and son was due to Butler»s
extreme '^sensibility", but even she admits that '^with the
best will in the world to tehabilitate his character (it
is) impossible to maintain that Canon Butler was a good
father, although she adds that it was no fault of his.
''Nature had not equipped him for the task". She is frank
to say that Lira. Butler was somewhat difficult,— but that
Butler^ s relations with his sisters were always pleasant.
As to this latter statement, it would be interesting if
Butler himself could have read her book. No one better
than he v/ould have appreciated the unconscious satiie with
v/hich the author of Amor Vine it paints in one paragraph the
•^anguish of the devout and tender-hearted sister" and, in
the same breath, mentions that when Butler was ill in Naples,
and the yacht of one of her nephews -OrS in the bay, "^Harriet
dared not expose a young man to the contaminating influence
a-'ndi So
of the infidel**, alloived 8i4-.j€vto make that last difficult
overland journey attended only by Alfred. However, inter-
esting as a study of the authenticity of the family back-
ground might prove, it is as a work of fiction that the novel
must be considered,
THE :/AY uF AiL FLESH deals with what Butler considers
the inevitable conflict between father and son. In his child-
hood, Ernest, like Butler, believed in the command, "Honor thy
f
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father and thy mother"^; but the novel resolves itself in a
terrible arraignment based on the verse— ""And ye fathers^
provoke not your children to v/rath'^. Butler devotes almost
a quarter of the novel in developing the hereditary back-
ground from which Ernest sprang,— the home life of old llr.
Pontifex, i^^rnest's great-grandfather^ and ^his wife whom But-
ler describes by just onCtelling adjective— Gothic. In old
Llr. Pontifex* s son George, rich, smug, conventional, Butler
drew what, in his later years, he realized v/as a most unfair
picture of his own grandfather. But it is fair to say that
the combination of the characters of ^eorge and Theobold form
an excellent composite picture of Canon Butler:
"His money v/as never naughty; his money never made
any noise or litter, and did not spill things on the table-
cloth at meal times, or leave the doors open v/hen it went
out**. The action of the novel parallels that of Butler* s own
life. Ernest is taught by his father, an episcopal rector;
sent to a large public school; then to Cambridge, prepares to
be a minister, becomes interested in '^squaring'* the accounts
of four evangelists concerning the death and resurrection of
Christ, because he can do so, gives up all ideas of the min-
istry, and, after many trials, settles down, "to write a
series of books in v/hich he said things which no one else would
say if they could or could even if they would". The details
concerning J^^llen and the arrest and imprisonment of Ernest
*THS V/AY 01? AIL FLESH
f
and his attempts at earning his living by tailoring are
of course purely fiction, and, it is in this connection,
that the plot of the novel ^eems utnconvincing. The
coincidence of his meeting iilllen in London is improbable,
but that he should have happened, just when he most needed
release to have met the family coachrnan aiid find that he
was Ellen^s husband makes of chance, it would seem, a too-
important factor. Hov/ever the external plot is of least
importance. It is the characterization, the development
of Butler's theories, the subtle irony, the satire, the
humor of the book v/hich interests one.
The settings of the story, especially the de-
scription of the rectory at Battersby are vivid: the living
room v/ith the faded wall-paper decorated with bunches of
roses, in which the bees crawling up the wall, trying, like
Ernest, to extract honey, from an environment vvhich seemed
lacking in both sweetness and light; the Madonna by Sasso-
ferrato and the Magdalen by Carlo Dolci, which '^eorge Ponti-
fex had brought back v/hen he made the Grand Tour, and out
of the windov/, the garden Theobold loved so v/ell, and, at
the foot of itythe blue door at which i^^rnest used to look
at to make sure whether it was raining or not. Butler wrote
"with his eye on the object", and in Battersby one sees
Langar
•
The characters of Theobold and Christina whose
courtship is narrated with such pitiless satire form an inter-
<
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e sting foil, Theobold, at first, pathetic in his attempts
to a.void the ministry into v/hich he is forced for the some-
what inadequate reason that Ms father published religious
books, gullible in his acceptance of the effusive hospitali-
ty of the parents of five unmarried daughters, finally
married to Christina, four years older than himself, is
typical of the weak man, v/ho, seeing himself through the
eyes of another, v/eaker than himself, assumes with pleasure
the role of dictator and tyrant. Christina is decidedly
the more likable of the two. Saturate with eighteenth cen-
tury sensibility, she is marvelously skilful in deceiving
even herself. Apparently forgetful of the game of cards
with her four sisters which made it possible for her to
establish her claim on Theobold, she finally came to believe
that theirs was a marriage made in heaven, even envisaging
herself in the golden regions of the Heavens—a diadem upon
her head—amid a host of angels and arch-angels who looked
on with envy and admiration". Characteristically, she wrote
a letter to her 'imborn child to be delivered to him if she
did not survive his birth, and then, so affected was she by
her own eloquence, that siie preserved it, frequently re-iead-
ing it and improving upon it. iioth she and Theobold v/ere of
the clutching type of parent, such as Louis Bromfield has
described so terribly in his A GOOD JOlUdU Parenthood, they
felt, invested them v/ith oinnipotence , and the judgment of a
parent, merely because he . ts a parent, ts infallible. A
IP
parent never haS to Question his own motives: thi/s,
Christina, inq^uisitive
,
prurient-minded, frightened
poor Ernest by her unintelligible innuendoes concern-
ing Ellen, 'Splayed the domestic confidence trick upon
him times upon times" only to betray him to his father,
and, even when ^rnest was in Cambridge, she used to
pump him about Figgins and Towneley and his other college
friends, only to turn, weeks later, and confound him with
her accumulated criticism. No wonder that, by the time
that Ernest had gone to Emmanuel, he began actively to
realize his dislike for his parents. In examining the
characters of Ernest and Overton, one is reminded of the
trick photography, by which the artist reproduces tv/o
varying likenesses of the same person on one film, for
Overton, diletiltante author of light opera, is the Butler
of narcissus, and Ernest, v/ith his inferiority complex,
is the Butler of Cambridge and the scientific and religious
agnosticisms. This, of course, explains the somewhat de-
tached and aloof speculation, with v/hich Overton, in spite
of his affection for Ernest, regards his struggles. As
Overton, Butler sees in the struggles of Ernest, the trials
of his ovm early life. Charlotte, in whom Butler, pre-
stidigitateur-like , combined the qualities of his two sis-
ters, is^in her assumption of literary superiority, her
fondness for "hope", "think", and "^feel", "bright", and
t!
I
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"little'*^ her pettiness, and her jealousy one of the
most disagreeable characters in fiction. There, are,
however, two characters whose creation Butler must have
enjoyed. The first, in the nature, of an amende honorable,
to Miss Savage is that of Alethea, and the other, a veri-
table masterpiece, that of Mrs. Jupp. Llrs. Garnett is
somev/hat resentful of the charm and cleverness of Alethea,
but, after, reading Miss Savage's letters, the impartial
reader is inclined to agree with Butler that if Miss
Savage did not make all the clever comments v/hich Butler
ascribes to her, she at least inspired them. Alethea, is^
more than Overton, Erenest's good angel, it is she who makes
the wise will, which, eventually, after all his vicissitudes,
provides Ernest with a comfortable income. The theories of
Alethea on bringing up a child is an interesting study in
contrast on the one hand to Theobold*s method of home-making
and on the other, to Dr. Skinner's pedagogy; and, in his
exposition of her views, Butler offers some interesting con-
structive criticism, so u^to-date that it sounds remarkably
like an elaboration of the so-called project method. She
moved iioughborough^near Dr. Skinner's school, studied
Ernest, noted the petty tyrannies under v/hich he was suffer-
ing, his repression, and his general unhappiness. She noted
his fondness for rai-sic, and she proceded to build up on this
interest. She had him taught Qaj:*pentering, and encouraged
him to build an organ in her home. V/hen Theobold heard of
CI
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this he told : ^tvtheS't^ that he must bring no smell
of glue or shavings into the house'*, hut wise Alethea never
gave him a syllable of good advice or talked about everything
depending upon his own exertions, but she kissed him often,
and would come into the v/orkshop and act the part of one who
took an interest in what was being done so cleverly as ere
long to become really interested'*. And pf course ^under her
guidance, iirnesi;, loved his v/ork. She had a pretty wit, too,
for ^e summed up Dr. Skiniier as having the '*harmlessness of
the serpent and the wisdom of the dove".
But it is in the creation of Mrs. Jupp that Butler
must have taken greatest Joy. From the literary point of
view, l^Irs. Jupp goes back in her amusing diffuseness to Dame
Quickly, and in her gusto, to the wife of Bath, but Butler
probably found her prototype in the landladies with whom he
used to gossip on his walking trips, in Mrs, Boss, his cousin,
Reginald -I'orsley^s charwoman, and, Mrs. Hicks, another '^Gothic'*
woman who used to cook for Butler. In the NOTS-BOOKS he sa.<4
of her: "She has got as much from age and lost as little from
youth as woman can do". It is that ageless enjoyment of life
that Butler has managed to transfer to Llrs. Jupp, and in that
"gloomy age of antimacassars and family prayers", he must
have found her refreshing. Ivlrs. Jupp was not of those v/ho
take their pleasures sadly. Of her morals, the less said the
better, but Butler, maife of her likes and dislikes a touch-
"^The Way of All Flesh.
#V
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stone which is infallible in detecting humbug. She be-
friended Ernest
,
protectWhis innocence as well as she
ceyttiji^at his arrest she ran so fast to get help for him,
that "her heart kept Jumping out of its socket and back
ever since". Pryer she characterizei^ as "white-livered,
without an upright vein in his v/hole body", and she re-
fuse to enter -Ernest's lodgings when she sa*W Theobold
put his "Beelzebub old head out of the windov/". It was
Mrs, Jupp whom i^rnest sought when he was released from
prison and fled from his parents, and Butler allowEilhim-
self the author's privilege to say that in his broken-down
state Urnest could not have gone to a better person. But-
ler, in the persons of Overton, and of Ernest, enjoy€<iher
innuendoes concerning the language of flowers, her affecta-
tion of surprise when -Ernest showigi^lier a manuscript, her
dramatization oi her suffering in preparing Pryer' s break-
fast:
"First I used to get (him) eggs and bacon, and he
didn't like that, or else it was too dear, and you know
fish is dearer than ever; and then I got him a bit of Ger-
man, and lie said it rose on him; then I tried sausages,
and he said they hit him in the eye v/orse than Grorman; ohi
how I used to wander about my room and fret about it inward-
ly and cry for hours". And most characteristic of all is her
generalization on marriage; But, after all, it ain't you
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and it ain*t me, and it ain't him, and it ain't her. It's
what you nrust call the fortu.ies of raatterimony , for there
ain't no other ./ord for it".
But the glimpses of Alethea and of iirs, Jupp,
pawning her "flat" and uttering her uncensored comments
on life serve only to intensify the pathos and satire of
the whole "book^and make it more powerful. University
teachers, Butler fe are the worst in the whole world.
The only things Oxford and Cambridge do well are "cook-
ing, cricket, rowing, and games". He evolves an inter-
esting theory of medicine in his account of the doctor
who believed Ch 'crossing" his patients by shaking them
out of themselves into something else, and prescribed for
Ernest a course of the larger mammals, to be taken in bi-
weekly visits to the Zoo v/here he was "to stay v/ith the
hippopotamus, the rhinoceros and the elephants until they
bore him". This was to be alternated by attending morning
service at -'estminster ajid follov/ed by a trip to Gravensend
in the boat. In ^f^^.W«D/v T^EvUlT^p Butler describes the
struggles of a father viho succeeds in winning the love of
his son, and in the WAY 0? ALL FLESH, Butler emphasizes the
fact that -ii^rnest was suffering from home sickness-the longing
for a home. "Something you somehow haven't to deserve" as
Frost says. It is with deep pathos that he describes Ernest's
return at the death of his mother and the comfort that he is
*THE WAY OF ALL FLESH
#
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to her, but the pathos of the whole passage is overshadowed
by the terrible satire in Butler's analysis of iheobold»s
v/rath v/hen he fiJUnithat the prodigal son ha eL returned not
an outcast ""begging the forgiveness of a long suffering
parent" but, v/ealthy, v/ell-dressed, and with a travelling
bag better than Theobold's own, and his description of
Theobold's grief over Christina's illness "We cannot wish
it prolonged"^ he said^and b\iried his face in his hander-
chief to conceal his want of emotion— is pitiless in its
satire
.
The arraignment of the home as typified in his
exposition of the Pontifex home life is a terrible one, and^
in the disposition of Ernest's children, Butler evidently
feels he has coue to some definite conclusion, but, it
seems to me, that Butler has not met the issue quite fairly.
It is easy to see why J^rnest detested his own home. The
personalities of Theobold and Christina make that clear.
It is easy to understand why -^rnest left his children with
the -t^ollings. They were the children of Ellen. Had Ernest
married a girl of his ov/n class, a woman whom he loved, what
then? Would he have maintained a separate home for his
children away from his ov/n?
One cannot but echo Mrs. MaoCarthy's query, v/hen
she foujid Butler loitering outside the hotel for her son,
who v/as late to dinner, and, so according to Butler^ ha:ar-a
^reprimand »oming to him , --"But does he think I have brought
up my son as Ernest was?"
I
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The gap betv/een the generations is a very real
one. The angle of vision of father^ must inevitably differ,
and ^ since the writing of THE XlY OF ALL FLESH, the recip-
rdical attitude of the two general^ions tov/ard one another
has been the theme of an ever-increasing number of novels.
Remain Rolland, Turgeniev, Edmund Gosse, D.H.Lawrence, and
Warwick Deeping, are only a few who have written of it.
Butler used to speak of himself as Homo Unius iibri, and
that book was Erewhon, and to many of the youjiger generation
to whom he addressed himself, he is still a man of one
book, but the book, is of course, THE ./AY OF ALL FLESH, and^
in the increasing fame of that one book alone, he has en-
joyed twenty- five years of the literary immortality he so
desired. Since 1908, more than tv/enty new and enlarged
editions of THE V/AY OF ALL FLESH ha»ebeen published, and^
during the great war, at least four popular editions of Srewhon.
Butler has never gained a universal popularity. His most
noted and, perhaps his most enthusiastic disciple is G-eorge
Bernard Shaw v/ho v/rites of him in his preface to IvIAJOR B^IRBARA:
"It drives one almost to despair of English liter-
ature v/hen one sees so extraordinary a study of English life
as Butler's posthumous V/AY OF ALL FLESH making so little im-
pression that when, some years later, I produce plays in
which Butler's extraordinarilly fresh, free, and future-pierc-
ing suggestions have an obvious share, I am met with vague
cacklings about Ibsen and Hietzsche Really, the English do
t
not deserve to have great men'^. There are other^, like
Professor William Lyons Phelps of Yale, v/ho, preferring_^
perhaps ^to identify the name of Sanniel Butler merely
with that of the seventeenth century author of Hudiiras,
agree with Professor Phelps in pronouncing TIIE V/AY OF
ilLL FL3SH a detestable book. However, the increased
attendance at the Erewhon dinners v/hich are held at London
annually in honor of Samuel Butler v/ould seem to indicate
that his influence is going to be a-. -frivuM^^ one. Like
that other great modern, Euripides, who suffered social
ostracism at the hand of his contemporaries, he loved art,
believed in sincerity and human kindness, and attacked the
obscurantism of the conventional traditiontlists. Butler
called himself "1^ enfant terrible of literature'*". Had he
been a philosopher, it would have been the method of in-
duction which he would have followed. He had the faculty
of independent thought. He attacked fair and s(iuare the
major premise of the old syllogisms. He was a forerunner
of pragmaticism. His attacks on what he called the "^vested
interests**^ of religion, education, and science were not
merely destructive. Much of his satire pointed out para-
doxically but definitely, the nature of the reform needed—
noticeably in his insistence on the importance of physical
health and of spiritual Joyousness. He hated humbug^ and so
modern do his views on science seem, that the exposition
on "creative evolution" which Sir Philip Gibbs makes the
t#
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theme of his latest novel, Darkened i^ooms, might well
be oopiecL word for word from Samuel i^utler, "He be-
lieved that every man's work—whether it be literature
or music or architecture or anything; else, is always a
portrait of himself*. And this ^t/sing' of personality^
subject matter, and style is especially noticeable in
the varied works of Samuel Butler, He needs no apolo-
gist. As long as independent thinking and a style
conspicuous for its lack of every trace of artificiality
are appreciated, -^aaauel Butler will have his admirers.
c
OUTLIIIE OF THESIS OW
SAiaJEL BUTLER, MAN OF LETTERS
I. Introduction.
II. Biographical details. ^1*^^'
A. Birth—4 December, 1835, at Langar Rectory, (^*t*^***^^
Nottingham.
B. Ancestry.
1. Grandfather, Dr. Samuel Butler, Headmaster
of Shrewsbury, later Bishop of Lichfield.
2. Father, the Rev. Thomas Butler.
3. Mother, Fanny Forsley, of old Lancashire
family of Workedlegh.
C. Education t'^^
1. Allesley.
2. Coventry.
3. St. John's College, Cambridge.
D. Professions. i**^ ^
1. Preparation for ordination
a. Doubts concerning efficacy of infant
baptism.
b. Refusal to take orders.
2. Sheep farming in Canterbury Province, New Zealand,
a. In New Zealand
(1) Darwin on The Origin of Species.
t
(2) A First Year in a Canterbury
Settlement.
(3) Darwin Among the Machines
3. England with Pauli.
4. Studying painting at Heatherley * s,
a. Two of his pictures,
(1) Family Prayers
(2) Mr. Heatherley's Holiday
b. Friends at Heatherley » s.
(1) Forbes-Robertson
(2) T.//. G. Butler
(3) Charles Gogin
(4) Miss Savage
5. Friendship of Butler with Miss Savage.
a. Her critical ability
b. Biographical details furnished by
two sonnets.
6. Predominant interest in literature.
a. Chronological list of his works
(1) Erewhon--1869
(2) The Fair Haven
(3) Life And Habit—1877
(4) Evolution Old and ITew-1879
(5) Unconscious Memory
(6) Alps and Sanctuaries—1881
(7) Life and Letters of Dr. Butler
(8) The Humour of Homer
(9) Translation of Homer, 1901
(10) Authoress of the Odyssey
(11) Erewhon Revisited— 1901
#
7. Death of Butler, 18 June, 1901
III. The man of letters
A. The Man
1, Personality
a. Humor
b. Independence
c. Appearance
d. Relations with Alfred Cathie
2, Attitude of public tov/ard Butler
3. Attitude of Butler toward contemporaries.
a. Meredith
b. Tennyson
c. Kipling
d. Tolstoi
e. Ibsen
f. Hardy
g. Marx
h. Morris
4. His reading
B. His literary affiliations
1. Three precursors
a. Swift
b. Defoe
e. Fielding
2. His style: Butler '*had the supreme sort of

style that never smells of the lamp, and
therefore seems to the kerosene stylist
to be no style at all", (George Bernard Shaw)
IV, His literary works
A, Satire and irony
1 , Srev/hon
2, Erewhon Revisited ^
3. The Fair Haven »« gl^-^^
B, Religion,—God the Known and God the Unknown. ^"^^
C, Science
1, Life and Habit
2, Unconscious Memory
3, Evolution Old and New I
fia^a.*?-"i3
4, Luck, or Gunning,
D, Italian books Cou^ i3
1, Alps and Sanctuaries
2, Ex Vote
3, Appreciation of art (Ht^ce/ i '^-SG
a. In England
b. Butler's exposition in A Psalm of Montreal (Po^ it
c. In Italy,—essay on Oropa
E, Homer
1, Translations
a, Iliad ^ ^
b, Odyssey O
2, Authoress of Homer

3. Attempted identification of Scheria
and of Ithaca
F, Biography of grandfather (r*
G, The Note-Books *f<5t-ff
H, The Way of All Flesh p ^(Written 1872-1885, published 1903)
1. Therae: the inevitable conflict betv/een father
and son,
2. Autobiographical background.
Conclusion,
A. Attitude of present day critics. ^'*t*'^^
1, William Lyon Phelps
E, G-eorge Bernard Shaw,
3- Pi«E^
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